
This knowledge pill examines the issue of document writing style that facilitates

understanding (and reuse) of knowledge in a document by others.
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Critical knowledge is at risk when it's only stored in employees' heads.

Knowledge management (KM) offers a variety of approaches for capturing and

transferring critical knowledge through documentation.

Documentation is the process of codifying knowledge into written, audio, visual,

and/or video assets. When knowledge is in the form of content, it can be transferred

to others at any time and is safely secured should it be needed in the future.

Documentation represents a core element of the «organizational memory». For its

effective use, there is a need to properly write companys’ knowledge in a way that

facilitates understanding (and reuse) of knowledge in a document by others.
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What are the factors that cause inefficient document writing?

Some of the major factors in document writing that make your document unreadable by a

targeted audience and fail to meet the objective includes:

1. Inadequate Information: Having more (or less) information than required is probably the

top reason of inefficient writing. Writers often do not equate audiences needs and create

documents which have either too much or too less information which does not meets

their audiences requirement. For instance, for the reason of conciseness, the sentence

may be short but still unclear specially for new employees.

2. Language and use of unnecessary jargon term: the grammar and use of too technical

words affects the reader. Terms which makes perfectly sense to authors may not be clear

to others. Also, in using jargon terms, people may understand it differently based on their

perceived context, specially in case of abbreviations and acronyms.

3. Accuracy of the content and uninviting appearance: When you write information, you

need to write great content (technically) and also need to make it look attractive so that

your document get readability and achieve the aim of the document.

4. Having confusing Structure in a document is another prime reason for inefficient writing

which leads readers get confused instead of getting informed. It’s important to make sure

that the content in your knowledge pill is logically organized into categories and collections.

5. Lack of visual aids (e.g., pictures, charts, infographics, video clips, etc) in the document

makes it less readable and attractive. Even it is true that pictures explain well than

statements in some cases. User will get tired of reading long paragraphs.

6. Lack of uniformity in formatting and writing style impacts the readability of the

document.
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So, how can knowledge documents be written?

A knowledge document, such as knowledge pill isn’t useful if people can’t first find the

right information, understand it, and apply it to their questions. Following some simple

document writing style and guidelines can greatly increase the usability of your

knowledge document.

-Writing style: How you deliver information—the voice, tone, mood of your writing,

too technical or general (content)—is the “style.” It affects how well your audience will

understand and respond to the information you are trying to communicate in the

document. Since writing style affects how your reader responds, be aware of and use

it to help you achieve your purpose. For instance knowledge documents for new hires

should not be written as concise and too technical as used by senior experts.

-A style guide template, a manual with a set of standards and best practices for the

writing, formatting and design of documents is required so that company documents

will have uniformity and standard. A style guide establishes

standard style requirements to improve the message and communication across an

organisation by ensuring consistency both within a document, and across multiple

documents. Because practices vary, a style guide helps to set out standards to be

used in areas such as writing style, page structure, formatting, certain procedures and

other areas. The style guide may require certain best practices in usage, language

composition and visual composition.
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You want to be sure your content is easy to understand and that your SMEs provide

that content in an efficient manner. To do both, writing directions that cover the

following listed basics is important:

⮚ Readability: Readers prefer content that provides information at-a-glance. That

means paragraphs should be short and blocks of text should be broken up with

headings, subheadings, bullets or numbered lists where applicable. Also, it should

be written in a common language used by the company to create clarity around the

organization.

⮚ Clarity: Use action-based headlines and not too long titles to help your audience

know at-a-glance what the content will explain. Explain all jargon or technical terms

in clear language.

⮚ Engagement: Include images, charts, infographics, or videos within content or as

stand-alone content to increase engagement.

⮚ Value: Every piece of content in your knowledge document should offer a valuable

solution or insight.

⮚ Utility: Be sure to link to related sources within your knowledge document. This will

help your audience easily find other resources that fully answer their questions.
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Here are the main steps and checklists you need to follow to write a knowledge

document:

⮚ Determine the topics that you need to cover

⮚ Structure the documents in an easily consumable format

⮚ Write the documents with the average user in mind, in terms of content,

language and etc.

⮚ Add pictures, infographics, screenshots and videos especially when you

explain something complex

⮚ Be detailed as well as specific to help all kinds of users (including new hires)

⮚ Format your documents

⮚ Interlink them

⮚ Finally, it is important to get feedback from readers and improve the document
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